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 It was released for Microsoft Windows, PlayStation 2, and GameCube on November 17, 2006. It was later released for Xbox
360 on December 6, 2006 and for Wii and Nintendo DS on May 23, 2007. The game was created to coincide with the film's re-

release on November 19, 2006, and released for PlayStation 2, Xbox and PC. Contents Gameplay The game is played from a
third-person perspective. Players control Superman, flying through the game's locations while solving puzzles, combating
enemies, and rescuing Lois Lane, Jimmy Olsen, and other playable characters. In order to save the game, the player must

complete the game in one hour. The game is considered complete once the player has seen the ending (after all, Superman only
takes one hour to complete it). The game has two versions, the normal version and the Director's Cut. The normal version is the
same as the Xbox 360 version. The Director's Cut is the same as the PC version, with a few minor changes. The Director's Cut
version features a harder difficulty, longer cutscenes, and a different ending. Plot The game begins in Metropolis where Lois

Lane and Jimmy Olsen are meeting their friends at a bar. Suddenly, there is an announcement over the radio that all citizens are
to be evacuated because Superman has been spotted flying outside the city limits. While Superman is away, Lois is abducted by
Lex Luthor. Luthor is planning to steal Superman's powers, but he needs to find the Fortress of Solitude first. With the help of

Lex's assistant, Clark Kent, the duo travel to the Fortress to find the power battery that gives Superman his abilities. Clark
encounters and defeats the villainous General Zod who plans to steal the battery to use in his weapons. However, Zod's plot is

discovered and Superman returns home to confront Lex, who has stolen a large part of his power. Superman and Lex then start a
fight. Lex escapes with Lois, and Superman follows in his pursuit. In Lex's home, Superman uses his heat vision to destroy the

security camera and learn that Lex was working on a machine to split reality in two. Superman uses a machine that he borrowed
from Lex to open a portal to the Phantom Zone. After entering the Zone, Superman encounters Darkseid, the ruler of

Apokolips. Superman defeats the villain and returns to Earth to find his Fortress of Solitude destroyed. Superman then battles
Luthor, who is wearing a giant containment suit. 520fdb1ae7
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